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CALVARIA: DOE
Calvaria: DoE is a bridge between crypto and the outside world, 

as an ambassador the project gamifies the learning process, 

guiding users into crypto in the most fun way possible.

An original IP will be utilised to enter the gaming industry and 

mini-games will be used to build up the initial community. The 

introduction and fulfilment of our mission will primarily take 

place on our main game, "Calvaria: Duels of Eternity."

On our free to play and easily accessed game we will incentivise 

users to complete educational crypto related games.
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OUR VISION & MISSION
Our mission as mentioned above is to become the most successful ambassador of crypto to the real world.

The rise and popularity of play to earn games posed a unique opportunity to attract the interest of many who

up until now, had no interest or found the learning curve too steep to persevere with, which is why when we

saw this gap in the market we decided to fill the niche ourselves.
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To begin we will first build our own community within the crypto space by creating and releasing

mini-games on Telegram that we will be adopted by game guilds. 

With our player base and marketing we will have our games noticed and the Calvaria brand gaining 

awareness. This is all while we prepare Calvaria: DoE for release which will have both a paid and free to play 

version, on which the latter will contain a minigame which rewards users and educates them on how to use 

crypto related services.

With our game as the main draw to casual players which can be played without needing anything to do with

crypto, we will be able to introduce educational features, incentivising completion through in-game rewards 

and also highlight the earning potential to the games users.

An example of this would be having a counter to show how much the player would have earned throughout

their hours of gameplay and showing the value of different cards.

The play-to-earn branch of crypto has overall lacked vision and thus also fallen short on fundamental aspects

of anything game focused. The games must if nothing else be fun and continue to be so if they hope to retain

a player base.
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This is why we chose the battle card genre to build our game around, not only does this type allow for complex

strategy, but it also allows expansions like game modes and card decks to continually renew the interest of even

the original players.

Using the outlined methods above, we have a very high confidence that we can achieve our goals not only to

become an outreach and ambassador to non-crypto users, but that we will also become a guide who walks

many through their learning process and into crypto investment.
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STAKING

By locking their $RIA on our staking platform, users will be able to earn daily 

passive income rewards. Holders of $RIA who have a certain threshold 

amount of tokens locked on the staking platform, will be able to participate in 

community-driven voting on issues related to the project's ecosystem 

governance.

DAO

As the project develops and $RIA tokens are distributed among all 

community members, Calvaria: DoE will gradually evolve into a Decentralized 

Autonomous Organization that will be managed by the community.

The terms of all successfully passed motions will be carried out by the 

development team as soon as possible in accordance with the voting results 

and subject to commercial and technological restrictions.

PROJECT OVERVIEW



NFT MARKETPLACE

An in-game utility allowing the purchase and listing of game related assets. 

Cards can be upgraded to stronger, more rare variants giving a use case to the 

$eRIA token. From this marketplace the scholarship and team management 

system will be accessible to users.  

SCHOLARSHIP SYSTEM

This system will allow investors in the NFTs including and decks to rent out 

their assets to users. It facilitates a revenue stream for investors which can 

range between renting out singular cards to managing whole teams of 

players. The players gain access to stronger cards and the decks without 

investing, leading to greater accessibility to the game.



CALVARIA: DoE
The projects main facet, the culmination of gamified crypto education and  a 

fun, original experience set in the afterlife.

MINI-GAMES
An incentive for community growth and participation, the series of 

mini-games have a large role to play in the projects initial reception and 

includes both monthly and weekly tournaments.



ACHIEVEMENTS

Over 25,000 registered users and 
5,000 daily players

Release of two mini p2e games

cabecitas.gg

cabezaloca.fun

https://cabecitas.gg
https://cabezaloca.fun
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